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Investigative Activity:  Records Received; Document Review   

Activity Date:   December 30, 20222    

Activity Location:  BCI Bowling Green Office   

Authoring Agent:  Special Agent Supervisor Scott Stranahan   

 

Narrative: 

On Tuesday, December 20, 2022, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation (BCI) Special Agent (SA) 

Jason Snyder (SA Snyder) received requested records and recordings from The Marion County 

Sheriff’s Office and Marion Police Department  SA Snyder had previously requested all dispatch 

records, audio recordings (radio, 911, and phone), mobile data terminal (MDT) 

communications, and any other dispatch/communications-related information for the following 

date and time period: December 20, 2022 at 0500 hours, until December 20, 2022 at 1400 

hours. As a result of that request, the following items were received and reviewed: 

Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) Records: 

Special Agent Supervisor (SAS) Scott Stranahan first reviewed records obtained from the Marion 

Police Department that contained the dispatch log regarding this incident.  SAS Stranahan 

reviewed the records and noted the following. 

The execution of the search warrant began shortly after 0500 hours on December 20, 2022.  

The event was created by dispatch at approximately 05:09:27.   The location of the event is 

listed as 256 N. Swain Street and the nature of the event is listed as “Search Warrant.”   At 

approximately 05:11:58 an individual identified as SO08 reported “two males into [entered] the 

trailer. 

Beginning at approximately 05:34:23 hours, an individual identified as PD38 provided the 

following details: “black Puma sweatshirt backing away;” at 05:34:23 hours, PD38 was 

documenting as saying “blinding us with his light;” at 05:35:58 hours was documented as saying 

“he might have body armor on.”   

For the next several minutes, the dispatchers documented radio traffic between members of 

law enforcement involved in the incident.  Information such as commands to “Watch crossfire,” 

“do not fire into the neighborhood,” “Where is less lethal,” “Where is the dog,” and “Greenlight 

K9,” were documented. 
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At approximately 05:40 hours, a unit identified as MM27 was documented as saying “He has 

guns on him.”  Then at 05:43:59, a unit identified as SO08 was documented as saying “shots 

fired by Police and suspect.”  Following this statement, dispatch documented other individuals 

involved requesting a “squad (rescue squad),” “need a chopper up (medical helicopter), officers 

establishing a landing zone for a medical helicopter, “Cancel the chopper,” “CPR in Progress,” 

radio traffic concerning officers securing the scene and the buildings at Hellinger’s residence 

and “BCI is on scene.”   

Radio Traffic Recordings: 

SAS Stranahan next reviewed the audio file titled: “All Combined Traffic – 911/Dispatch Audio.”  

The file is approximately 13:37 long and contained both Law Enforcement and EMS radio traffic.  

Investigation revealed the following details.  The audio file begins at 5:10:37 with a male officer 

broadcasting “Two males went in the trailer.”  As the audio continues, an officer tells other 

officers that the drone would be following the subject and ordered the snipers to “let him go.”   

Approximately 30 seconds into the audio recording, an officer broadcasts “[unintelligible] need 

units over here.  He’s resisting.  He won’t comply.  He might have a gun.”   

At approximately 44 seconds into the audio recording, an officer broadcasts “He’s backing away 

from us.  He’s in a black Puma sweatshirt with a hat on.”   

At approximately 1:04 into the audio recording, an officer stated the subject was “blinding 

them with his light [a flashlight]” and also said it appeared the subject might be wearing body 

armor.   

Additional radio traffic is overheard where officers broadcast the direction the subject is 

heading.  An officer can be heard directing the actions of other officers and repositioning them 

toward the area the subject is headed.  An officer can be overheard asking if units involved 

needed “less lethal.”  Later, an officer is heard broadcasting to other officers the subject might 

be headed back toward his residence and that officers on the railroad tracks with less lethal 

weapons need to “stop that.”  An officer can be overheard providing instructions – “get the K-

9s up just in case.  Get both K-9s out.”     

At approximately 2:31 into the audio recording, an officer broadcast instruction for the officers 

involved to watch their “crossfire” and instructed them not to fire into the neighborhood.   

At approximately 2:48, an officer can be overheard saying “Release the K-9 when you get an 

opportunity.  You are a greenlight.”   
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At 2:54 into the audio recording, an officer can be overheard saying: “Please be aware he has 

guns on him.”   

At 3:22 into the audio recording, an officer can be overheard saying “Shots fired.  Shots fired by 

the police and suspect.”   

At 3:45 into the audio recording, the dispatcher can be overheard requesting EMS to respond 

to the scene due to “shots fired.”  A short time later, an officer on scene requests a “squad” at 

the scene.  That same officer then broadcast “Medic Up!  Medic Up!”  There were several 

broadcasts regarding setting up a landing zone for a medical helicopter.  The tactical medic later 

said the request for the medical helicopter could be canceled.  The remainder of the radio 

traffic was rescue personnel and additional units responding to the scene.  

SAS Stranahan then reviewed the audio file titled “21-06131 Combined Traffic – 911/Dispatch 

Audio.”  Investigation revealed this file contained only the law enforcement radio traffic as 

previously discussed in this report.   

911 Calls: 

SAS Stranahan next reviewed a file titled “22-06131 911 call – 911 Audio.”  The file is 

approximately 31 seconds long.  The call was received by dispatch at 05:49:24.   The female 

caller reported she lived on Vine Street in LaRue and was just awakened to the sound of “gun 

shots and a fight.”  The dispatcher tells the caller there is an incident in the area and that police 

have located the subject.  The dispatcher instructed the female caller to “stay safe where 

you’re at.”  Nothing further was discussed and the call was concluded.  For further details refer 

to the listed audio file.   

Other Phone Calls (other than 911): 

There were no other 911 calls.   

Mobile Data Terminal (MDT) Communications: 

There were no MDT communications provided. 

The records and recordings received were attached to this investigative report. Please refer to 

the attachments for further details. 




































